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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

RELATED PRODUCTS

FIXING SYSTEM: SK2 galvanised brackets bolted to fence
post, 4 brackets per post, 4 no line wires and carbine hooks
paired with 38mm diameter rings at 500mm centres.
NET WIDTH: 15m span fitted centrally behind goals.
NET HEIGHT: 4.2m above ground level.
NET APERTURE: 25mm aperture 3mm diameter with
8.0mm diameter rope on all sides.
FINISH: Available in green or black 210/48 nylon with 14mm
diameter braided polyester lead rope fitted to bottom.
KEY FEATURES: The NK Sports Protection Net is an optional
enhancement available on all NK Sports Ballstop systems. A nylon
net is suspended 250mm from the fence face offering a high
impact resistant area along with an energy absorbing surface to
reduce ball speed & rebound. The net is fitted to a height of 4.2m
from ground level, fixed to 4 no line wires at 700mm centres, with
the lower 2.0m section free hanging to allow the ‘hooking up’ of
the net when not in use. The net is fixed to the top line wire with
carbine hooks at 500mm centres and securely fixed to other line
wires with cable ties.

NK Sports Ballcatch: A ball retention system based on a
tensioned polyethylene net spanning up to 30m supported
by a series of galvanished posts and ssteel cable. The NK
Sports Ballcatch system is available in heights of 8/10/12m.

* All dimensions represent nominal values.

STANDARD COLOUR RANGE
The colours shown are indicative colours. No
guarantee can be given that the match is correct.

BLACK
RAL 9005

GREY
RAL 7037

BLUE
RAL 5010

WHITE
RAL 9010

GREEN
RAL 6005

RED
RAL 3000

YELLOW
RAL 1006

BROWN
RAL 8019

NK Fencing has a policy of continuous innovation and as a result specification may change without notice. Suitability of use and design remain the responsibility of the specifier. Please refer to our terms & conditions of
quotation & contract, care and maintenance instructions, and all technical information as provided on our website and available on request.

